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Janet and Jessaca : Chapter 1
Even though 40 was fast approaching John had always been very sexually excitable. A fact that his wife Janet
had brought up on more then one occasion. It wasn't because her feelings for him had changed, they had a
very loving marriage. They had some wonderful kids.
John considered himself a loving father . And a very loving husband. After a day of chasing the kids, who at
times seemed intent on hurting them selves at all cost. Cleaning the house, and just starting a writing career.
Not to mention the hundred other things that Janet would do for the house. John would actually feel bad about
trying to suggest that there love life which was not as bad as one would expect, need a bit of an overhaul. How
selfish could he be?
Coming home from work after an earlier argument with Janet about something or other, John was pretty sure
that Janet was still set to scrap, it seemed they did a lot of that lately. Instead waiting for him was a very
attractive 20 something year old who was a friend of Janet's. John had seen her a few times at the odd dinner
party that they would be invited to. He had found it hard to keep his eyes off of her. That sweet smile of hers
was oddly the first thing that he had noticed. Soon followed by her breast that seemed to be trying very hard to
make an escape from her bra. She would always be wearing low cut tops when ever they would see each
other. Lovely full strawberry blond just below her shoulder length hair. And her facial features would have
him swearing that she was an angel. He would almost feel guilty when ever he would fantasize about her,
because in his fantasies they would do some very un-angelic things. Jessica was now in there living room
looking very hot with her usual ensemble. Looking at him with eyes that were impossible to mistake for
anything except for hunger/wanting. He had dreamt about this encounter many times but on this occasion,
instead of embracing her he was feeling the need to flee.
Sensing his feelings Jessica says 'Wait'.
Very uncomfortable 'Um, um' John says trying ever so hard not to look at her.
'You are just to cute' She says, with that smile that totally turns his world upside down. As she starts walking
towards him wearing very nice black fishnet stockings and impossibly high heeled shoes. Him looking down
was not really helping his wanting to block Jessica out of his mind and fill it with thoughts of Janet. Right at
that moment Janet walked up from behind him and put her hands over his eyes. The relief that he felt as he
instantly recognised her perfume put a great big smile on his face.
Jessica wasted no time, unbuttoning his trousers while Janet still held her hands over his eyes. Pulling out his
manhood which was surprisingly limp, until Janet whispered into his ear 'it's ok baby, I want you to fuck the
hell out of Jessica here.' A quick double take later and a few kisses on the back of the neck by Janet reassuring
him that he wasn't going to get in trouble for this and John was instantly hard. Down on her knees Jessica
eagerly takes his manhood into her mouth sucking furiously. Janet is quickly down between Jessica's thighs.
Laying on her back she takes it all in, the scent of this woman, her curves, both the immediate ones and the
curves of her body as she explores with her hands Jessica's fine figure. Diving her tongue deep into her pussy
getting an instant response from Jessica both verbal and an increase in wetness which provides instant
gratification to Janet almost more so than Jessica. She slowly and sloppily works her way to the top of her sex
box, sucking on her clitoris inserting her fingers inside of Jessica who is now panting.
Teasing his extremely hard member with sucking and licking all around and stroking over and over Jessica
now wants him inside her warm vagina, as they both look down and ask permission with a needing almost
pleading look in both of there eyes, to Janet. Almost surprising her self she say's "Well go get her."
Thinkinginternally with much antisipation. I did say to be spontaneous, Jessica giggles to her self. The feeling
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of her warm softness around him as he bends her over the sofa makes his climax arrive quicker then in his
dreams. As it is fast approaching he looks to his wife who is watching the penetration. With a quick look to
him that was full of anticipation and love and a cheeky little grin, she begs him to "cum inside her." And he
does with some very hard thrusts. Pulling out of her sweet pussy, his wife surprises him again by grabbing
that cock and putting it in her mouth. She blows his mind even further by licking the cum that is slowly
dribbling out of Jessica's cunt.
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Chapter 2: Janet and Jessica, the meeting
As she was waiting in the restaurant for Jessica. Sitting on the stole in the front of the restaurant looking out
the window, Janet was feeling extremely nervous. Maybe this wasn't such a good idea. What if she laughed at
the thought? What if she found it offensive? What if? What if? As she was getting ready to leave, turning
towards the door, right then she entered the restaurant. The aura that she felt coming from Jessica, made her
that much more nervous.
As she approached her, her heart started beating faster this being the first time they had ever been alone
together. Janet was blushing with what she was going to ask her, as Jessica hugged her and said "hello". This
was the first physical contact that they had ever shared. Breathing in her scent was intoxicating not to mention
her fantastic physical appearance. What is happening Janet thought?
With a mixture of shyness and nervousness she ask "How are you?"
"Ok hon. What's wrong?" Picking up instantly on Janet's desperation.
With wetness starting to form in her eyes, feeling an instant trust to this beauty. She starts pouring her heart
out. Janet says "I know we don't know each other very well." She is now sobbing. "But I need you. We need
you toâ ¦"
Taking her hand in hers, Jessica's concern is very obvious.
"Need what sweetheart?"
"John, my husband and I had a fight."
"About?"
"Everything."
"Have I met him before?"
"Briefly, a few times."
"And?" Jessica says, with thoughtful eyes. "Tell me about it."
"He says that he wants more."
"He wants more what?"
"He says he wants his wife back. He wants me toâ ¦ I want to be his everything again."
"He doesn't like your cooking?" Asks Jessica.
"He never really complains. He says I don't do enough cooking."
"Yeah, Cleaner house?"
"He's pretty understanding, with the kids always running around."
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"Your sex life?" Jessica asks in a more statement form then anything.
With a very red face and not even being able to look her in the eyes. Janet nods.
"When's the last time you've had an orgasm?"
Very embarrassed and still looking down "shhhh." she says.
Getting a pretty good picture of what the problem between them is. Jessica smiles feeling touched that Janet
has reached out to her.
In a quite voice "Janet if you can't even talk about it. How are we going to fix it?"
"You will help me?" She asks. The tears of relieve start streaming from her eyes now.
"Of Corse" She says. Turning on the swivel stole and embracing her. They share such an intense hug that
when they draw back Janet kisses her on the lips and there tongues meet briefly but with hunger. Surprising
herself Janet quickly pulls away.
"Ok this will be lesson one." Says Jessica.
"What is that?"
"Kiss me."
Blushing "Not here." Janet's cheeks turn an even brighter shade of red.
"Do you want my help our not? Kiss me like you mean it."
"Right here in front everyone? I'm not really into that kind of thing." She says with some concern. Though
every one who knew Jessica had commented that she should be a marriage councillor, with her being able to
understand any kind of situation and always prescribing exactly the right fix.
"I thought you wanted your marriage back? I thought you wanted to do what ever it takes to do that? It sounds
like spontaneity is one of the probâ ¦"
Janet attacks her mouth with her own, darting her tongue in and out of her mouth. Running her hands through
her hair. Feeling her slender curves, remembering when not long ago she had a body that was a very close
comparison. She still had a nice body. Just not quite as firm and curvy as Jessica's. If this is what it takes to fix
her marriage then this is what she was going to do. Her desperation made her that much hotter.
Jessica responds to this with massaging this little vixen in disguises' tongue with her own. Finding her self
very aroused. As were many of the customers in the restaurant. As Jessica who was sitting with her back to
the window slowly opened her eyes and noticed the entire restaurant was looking at them. Janet with her back
to them, noticing that Jessica had stopped kissing her and was focused on everything behind Janet. As she
asks with embarrassment "Is everyone looking at us?"
"ah ha" Jessica says. With a mischievous grin.
They both laugh.
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In a taxi, on there way to nice hotel. Janet is just finishing calling her husband John on her cell phone.
"How did that go?" Jessica asks
"He wasn't very happy about me spending the night out with my girlfriends, especially just after we had are
last argument. I don't know if this is such a good idea."
"Relax, he will be a happy boy soon enough."
She takes Janet's hand in hers, rubbing it. Looking deep into each others eyes. Janet leans in to kiss her as she
begins running her free hand up and down Jessica's thigh. In a black leather mini skirt she provides even more
easy access with spreading her legs wide.
The driver of the taxi who couldn't seem to take his eyes off of the rear view mirror finally begrudging pulls
into the hotel that they had asked for.
"How much is that?" Janet asked reaching into her purse.
"Oddly my meter has quit working." He says. "Could I help you take your bags to your room."
Janet gives Jessica a worried look.
"That's ok this is just going to be a girls night out." She says as she gives him a piece of paper with her
number on it.
The relieve that Janet's feels is broadcast all over her face.
"Ok have fun girls." He says with a little grin.
At the check-in desk they acquire a room very quickly. Walking to the elevator Janet says to Jessica "I want to
pay you back for the room."
"Don't worry about it" In her sexy voice that is seeming to draw Janet in more and more. Her head is
beginning to tingle as they reach their number. Once inside the room that is just the right contrast between
shady and light, Janet pounces on her, throwing her down to the bed. Telling her how much she wants to be
with her, with each kiss. Tearing her top off of her, doing the same with her bra. Those gorgeous full tits were
hers and hers alone, licking Jessica's nipples sucking on her breast sliding her tongue all over her cleavage.
Looking into her eyes as she starts to trail down her body. Receiving nothing but encouragement.
Stopping at her belly button darting her tongue inside there. With one last look into Jessica's now pleading
eyes. She licks the top of that well trimmed pussy. Jessica jerks in approval, letting out a whimper of delight.
Not spending to much time on her clit at the moment she dives into her sweet pussy whole running her tongue
up and down and flickering at the sides of her cunt. Back on her overly exited clit know she putts all kinds of
pressure on that sweet button with her tongue running her fingers up and down her soaking wet pussy.
"Baby I'm gonna cum" She says to Janet.
"Cum for me baby!"
She grabs Janet's hair, pulling her head back and forth as she convulses uncontrollably her pussy juice is all
over the bed and was all ready all over Janet, as she pushes that sweet face into her vagina ever so hard, she
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finally has a squirting orgasm. Not letting her head go for a while afterwards.
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Chapter 3: Janet and Jessica, the meeting
Collapsing next to her. Janet is torn between feelings of exhaustion in making this woman cum and wanting to
curl up next to her. Not being able to believe what she has done. Wanting Jessica to fulfil her own immediate
needs, which were building and building in her sex as well as building in her mind and slowly meeting in her
heart. Which at this point was feeling frayed between her husband and her kids and this new found excitement
that she felt for Jessica.
As this thought is running through her mind, tears start to form.
"What's wrong?" Jessica says. With those eyes that just a few moments ago were full of wanting and lust. But
now they were filled with nothing but concern and caring.
"I can not believe I just did that." Admits Janet. The worry and fret is broadcast all over her face. "I'm not a
lesbian. I don't think that way."
Almost laughing Jessica says "Of coarse your not sweetie."
"But I enjoyed that. Oh my god do you know what this means." The panic in her voice is starting to go into
overdrive.
Trying hard not to laugh, realizing that she is honestly scared for her family. Taking her hands in hers "Janet
you are not gay."
Not being convinced the worry is still making it's way slowly down her body. With a feeling starting at her
scalp, and the feel of the raw egg was cold as it passes down the back of her neck. She could feel her hair start
to stand on it's end. Travelling down the inside of her back until it reaches her belly. With a feeling of nausea,
shaking one hand free she clutches her stomach with it.
Being able to see what is happening, Jessica isn't sure of how she feels. The mixture of rejection, and the more
obvious knowing that Janet is just having an overload of emotions, is leaving a feeling in her stomach as well.
Seeing that she has hurt this sweet girl. Janet's senses come right into play as she takes Jessica into her arms.
While she is in her embrace, she says to Janet "I just wanted you to see that you were still a sexy women. I
just wanted you feel likeâ ¦"
With nothing but hunger there mouths collide. Greedily taking that which each of them needs. Working her
way down her body Jessica does not stop until her fingers and her tongue are inside of that sweet pussy.
"Fuck me!" Janet says. With an almost growl to her voice.
Remembering that she still had her emergency back up in her purse. Jessica quickly grabs her play toy.
Inserting it in and out of her at a fever pace. Janet's orgasm is a release of all of her frustration and all of her
problems. Even if it was only for a little while, the feeling of nothingness that she felt was a very intoxicating
one.
Falling next to Jessica. Not being able to talk for a while. Her breathing finally slows as does the light
prickling/tickling sensation that is buzzing around her head. "That was amazing." Janet says with a big smile
of relaxation on her face. As they are holding hands she begins to drift off.
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The last words she hears are "Tomorrow you get your husband back."
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Chapter 4: Janet and Jessica
"He should be here pretty quick, I just texts him come home urgent xo."
"Ok, everything ready? You remember what to do?"
"Yep."
"Are you sure you can do this?"
With a little grin she says "It'll be pay back for what I did last night."
With a tremendous smile Jessica says "You little slut."
Thinking out loud she goes over the plan which for some reason they had never really discussed in any depth.
"Ok one more time from the top. I introduce my self." As she says this she has a delightfully evil grin. "Then I
get him comfortable on the sofa, while you sneak up behind us and catch us before we can start. Hey I have an
idea, why don't we get in a little cat fight over who gets to suck his cock."
Janet then says "But I don't give good head. John says that it's ok, he doesn't really like it anyway."
With astonishment "Are you kidding me. Every man likes it." Says Jessica. "It's one of the most important
parts of sex to a manâ ¦ Oh shit."
They hear his car pulling up." "Well we're just going to have to improvise."
"Improvise" Janet begins to shake and panic.
Very calmly Jessica says "Don't start worrying now, go to the bath room and compose your self sweetie. You
can't be sexy and sobbing at the same time. I'll hold down the fort. Remember be spontaneous."
As he opens the door to see Jessica the look of panic that is on his face, is only rivalled by the look that was
just on Janet's face. Knowing that the gig is up. Jessica says "Wait."
John says something or other while looking at the floor.
Laughing internally at this situation Jessica says "you are to cute."
The alleviation that she feels as she see's Janet come from behind him and cover his eyes really turns her on.
Well I did tell her to be spontaneous. Something takes over she is not quite sure what it is. It might be her
subconscious telling her that she had better step up and be unprompted as well. It might have been that this
was always a quiet fantasy of hers, to suck a guy while he could not see. It might have been because this was
just an irresistible happening. What ever, but she just felt the overwhelming need to break character and give
this guy the best dam blowjob that he had ever had. As she gets down on her knees and pulls that throbbing
member out of those trousers, she suddenly remembers that she is here for Janet. That panic is soon relieved
as she feelsher sliding between her legs.
The absolute need that she feels to have that dick inside her is quickly overwhelming her. She is feeling so
warm and so tingly, her face and every pore of her body is on fire. Unbeknownst to her John is having the
same thought though arguably with less intensity. . She then looks down to Janet with pleading eyes, just as
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John does.The relieve that she feels when she hears thatsweet minx say "go get her" Her climax is pretty much
instantaneous as lucky his soon follows. Shaking incredibly hard every muscle in her body feels drained of
any and all energy. The state of total relaxation that she instantly feels has her teetering on the boarders of
conciseness. The situation was made all the more tranquil by Janet sucking his cum out of her sweet box.
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Chapter 5: Janet and Jessica
It was 10:00 pm when the kids were finally asleep. Sitting on there sofa relaxing, each with a glass of wine.
They were both having the same two thoughts. Those being how quickly there marriage had mended. And
thoughts of concern that they hadn't had any luck with trying to get a-hold of Jessica for the two weeks since
they had all been together. Although they had tried to, she seemed to have just dropped off the face of the
planet. "I hope everything is ok." Janet says for the hundredth time but with just as much concern as she did
the first time. John gives her an equally worried look. As they sit there in each others arms there is an ever so
light knock at the door. Both of them racing to it John beats Janet to the entrance. But Janet pushes John out
of the way to the floor. Opening the door to see to her great relief Jessica, standing on the other side. She is
looking as sweet and gentle as always with her cute little face. Almost knocking her over they both hug her
and invite her in with a huge sigh of relief.
Almost dragging her inside "Sit down. We have both been so concerned about you." Janet says.
"Have a glass of wine sweet heart." John insist.
"No thank you" She says.
"Where have you been?" Janet says again with a bit more persistence.
"Oh, just going for walks and thinking about things."
"Such as?" She asks.
Starring straight ahead she says in a timid voice "I think that I might be pregnant"
John starts chocking on his wine.
Janet is speechless. She has a million questions on her mind. But she can not seem to work her voice at the
moment.
Sounding like she has rehearsed what she says next "I have been doing a lot of thinking, and I'm ready for this
baby. I want to have your baby John. And no I haven't been with anyone else with in months of us having sex.
I had forgotten to take my pill for a few days up to it, because I hadn't needed to for awhile. So it's my fault, I
will not hold you guys responsible in any way."
Janet is still sitting in the exact same position as before holding her wine glass next to her head with a cross
between gritting her teeth and a great big Joker grin on her face. John knowing that this calls for immediate
kitchen time. Says "excuse us just a moment" as he takes his wife by the hand and walks her to that room.
Once inside he closes the door, when he looks back at Janet she immediately says. "What the hell are we
going to do? "
"First things first." Says John "We are going right down to the hospital and getting a proper test."
In the car on the way to the hospital Jessica is in the back seat. While John and Janet are in the front seats.
Jessica is starting to cry with a resonance that sounds kind of like a mixture between a choking bird and a
person who is gagging.
"Stop the dam car John." Janet instructs him.
Chapter 5: Janet and Jessica
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Upon him stopping the car Janet gets out of the front door and gets into the back. Holding this sweet girl in
her arms she says "Ok". And the car accelerates. "I'm so sorry for this" Jessica blurts out in between sobs. As
she wraps her arms around Janet. Her tears are running down in buckets now. Totally drenching the sleeves of
Janet's top. With her arms around her she says, "It's ok sweetie we will be there for you know matter what."
"Really?" She asks.
"Of coarse. We have been so worried about you. Not sure if you were in a ditch somewhere."
"I'm going to have to start thinking that way. Huh." She smiles between tears.
When they pull into the parking lot. Her crying subsides a bit.
As she is in with the doctor getting her pregnancy test Janet and John are waiting with all kinds of
anticipation. Janet sitting down on one of the chairs. "My god, what my sister must think, with us calling her
at this hour of the night, to come and watch the kids. Did you see the look on her face as we lied about
needing to take this poor girl home. No she knew where we were going."
John is slowly pacing back and forth looking at the floor. "At least she seems adamant about wanting to raise
the child."
"She's a dam kid she doesn't know what the hell she wants. Or what the hell she's in-for".
As the door opens and she comes out of the doctors office she immediately goes right back into Janet's arms.
The nurse tells them that it will be a little while before they get the results back. "How long" John asks.
Getting his wallet out and sifting through $100.00 bills.
"No. You have already paid the test cost. That is why we can accelerate this test. 30 minutes, it should not be
more than that."
Those were pretty much the longest 30 minutes they had ever waited.
Looking at this girl in his wife's arms he was pretty sure that she had fallen asleep, feeling pretty disgusted
with him self. Sitting down next to Janet they held hands. As the door finally opened she woke up. The nurse
steps out and says your body most have just skipped a month, and the exhaustion you have been feeling is
probably mental anguish more then anything, because you are not pregnant the results are negative.
"Oh thank God." Janet says.
Jessica balls in her arms even more. After a few minutes when it is obvious that these are not tears of joy.
Janet says "You didn't want this even if you think that you did."
With a quivering look she says "I already had a boy or a girl name picked out."
"You have your whole life ahead of you. Now you get to make choices for your self. "
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Chapter 6: Janet and Jessica the final chapter part 1
That night after a long hot shower, soon after she fell asleep. Jessica dreams were of her un-born child.
Smiling the baby told her that it was ok and that it wasn't her time to be born yet. Waking with a jolt and an
ambience of love, she really feels the need to express this sentiment that she had never really felt before.
Walking out of the shower which was a new ritual that both Janet and John enjoyed. There was again an ever
so slight knock at the door. Opening it to see her standing there with a shy, nervousness about her that gave
her an even more glowing presence.
"Hi." She says with a crooked smile. "I just realized something, I never showed you how to give a proper
blow job."
With unease very present on her face Janet responds "Sweetie, That's very thoughtful and we would both be
very grateful for the lesson, but I think your feelings are all over the place at the moment."
Jessica looks to John, with a pleading in her eyes.
"Please this will help me too." She says.
John looks down. Knowing that these needs that she is feeling are sincere, at least they are in her mind. Being
aware that the desires that he feels as well, are immediate and could create more problems and turn this
delicate 'situation' into something far worse. He doesn't even look to Janet. Just says "I don't think so Jessica."
"No wait" she says with a panic "This isn't about feelings. Well maybe it is but they're not feelings that I'm
looking to substitute for any distress that I might have felt."
Not being totally convinced. Janet says "Jessica, we love you. What you are asking for would be very â ¦
fulfilling . Butâ ¦"
With her million dollar smile she knows she has already won. Excitedly she hugs Janet as Janet has another
one of her famous faces, this one is a cross between giving up and happiness. As she is hugging her, Janet
looks to John and says "When you cum, you do it no were near her."
Recognising the clout in her tone he almost feels like a dog being scolded "Yes darling." he says with a kind
of mocking voice.
"I'm serious John."
"Ok. I have a cloth right here."
With a great big smile on both of there faces, they race to John. Tearing his towel off, they both throw him on
the bed.
"Ok baby she says to Janet we take it in our hands lightly jerking it just like you're doing. Then we lick the tip.
Like this. Little quick strokes with our tongues all around the head. Keep jerking. Then we start at the top and
make trails with our tongues up and down and all around the entire shaft. Good girl, just like that. Remember
to keep up the pressure, keep jerking not to hard, not to soft. Keep it upâ ¦ Now look into his eyes, you see
that begging, almost crying look that he is giving you. That means you're doing good. Keep it up. Don't stop.
This time when you reach the top with your tongue, open up really wide and come down with your mouth
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around it. You don't need to go very far down. Now suck it as you come back up, keep that mouth open wide
and suck it a few more times. Keep doing that entire action over and over."
Grabbing the sides of the bed and having some pretty big convulsions. The girls can tell that John is getting
ready to explode. Whispering in her ear "Just stroke him now. Be sure to keep looking into his eyes. You feel
that power. You are that power." Janet is incredibly turned on by the look in her husbands eyes. "This is your
man. Dominate this situation. That is all that he wants."
Shaking uncontrollably, his body tenses' and stiffens as he cum's into the towel with an uncontrollable
unstoppable shudder. "Keep jerking, don't you dare stopâ ¦ Now go rest on your husband's chest. Give him
back the power".
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Chapter 7: Janet and Jessica the final chapter part 2
Janet kisses her husband with a new passion that neither of them has ever known, as they are holding each
other. Jessica quickly undresses. The sight of her beautiful body arouses Janet beyond description.
The fire that was already started by what they had just done to her man, is now blazing in her loins. Looking
at Jessica's now naked body, instead of seeing the sweet girl who just helped her marriage. She instead sees
lust and desire, a sensation that both of them are feeling. With an urgent need and an animal like pounce, they
meet in the middle of the bed. Janet's left hand is roughly caressing her beautiful face. While nibbling on
Jessica's full breast with her lips, and her right hand making it's way ever so quickly to that sweet pussy. Once
there, it doesn't ask for permission to enter, it glides past her clitoris rubbing it as her hand makes it's way to
her opening. Massaging thouse mounds with her thumb. Keeping the pressure on that sweet spot with the back
of her pinky. Sliding in and out with her fingers. The pace getting faster and faster, Jessica can start to feel her
climax building with in her.
As she pushes her back on the bed, Janet lands with her eyes still looking into hers. "I'm not ready to cum
yet." Jessica says. Rolling her over so she is on her back. Jessica dives into that pink vagina. Spreading those
lips with her fingers running her tongue back and forth in quick little motions starting at the bottom of her
opening and working her way up to the top, inserting her fingers. Driving Janet absolutely crazy as she starts
to massage that sweet spot with her thumb and her tounge.
Janet feels the rush getting bigger and bigger. Jessica instinctively slids her lower body aroundto this
goddesess face. Janets hands which were holding her up on the bed, are now on Jessica's upper thighs bracing
her self as a moan starts to build in her abdomen. Looking directly into her husbands eyes with such a need.
Wanting her approaching release to arrive faster, Jessica begs her "Fuck my pussy!" Janet putting both her
tongue and her fingers inside of her. As her release then starts. Tensing up she finds it incredibly hard to keep
fingering Jessica, but somewhere she finds the strength to. Rubbing that button and inserting her fingers inside
while licking at a feverish pace. A tingling sensation starts that she feels runing through her entire body, her
pussy feels beyond description and the streams of sensation running down Janets legs to the tips of her toes
are incredable. As are the same vibes running up past her breasts with a feeling of ice cubes on and inside of
her extremly warm body, making her nipples stand on end. Lighting her cheeks on fire, passing over her scalp
with a few seconds of pause in between each passing and leaving her body through every strand of her hair.
Jessica's climax is well under way also as every muscle in her body tenses up beyond movement. With tears
of joy in both of there eyes, when all of these shudders have past the both of them, and when they can move
again. After she climbs to that gorgeous face they kiss and hold each other in an unbreakable bond
I hope you enjoyed my little story. I enjoyed writing it. I would like to thank my wife for letting me write it.
These are some afterthoughts that I thought I would share with you.
The three of them go on to be the best of friends. Jessica and Janet grow a bond between them that is
inseparable. Jessica never again shares the same bed as them. Janet and John's marriage gets much, much
stronger. All though this kind of situation hardly ever works out. For them it does. And Jessica goes on to be a
successful couples therapist. Though not near as hands-on as with John and Janet..
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